The Open Hypermedia model is based upon the separation of hypertext links from documents and treats them as separate entities. Distributed link services take this approach and implement an open hypermedia system above the infrastructure of the World Wide Web. This paper explores the suitability and applicability of extending the architecture of distributed link services by adding a messaging backbone based on secure asynchronous message passing, which provides support for mobile users of distributed hypermedia information systems.
Introduction
The development of a large-scale, mobile and highly dynamic network for mobile users has been an ongoing research activity that involves NIST [22] , IETF [26] and MANET [19] . Building information systems for mobile users presents tremendous challenges for data management technology, which includes providing data access to mobile users under variable rate and intermittent network connectivity, limitations on bandwidth and device storage. A hypermedia link service can provide practical benefits to information systems [4] by enhanced navigation, and distributed link service provide hypermedia links for users of information environment, in particular, the World Wide Web. This paper explores the use of an asynchronous messaging system as a backbone for providing link services to users with mobile devices, with the focus on extending the distributed link service by integrating Auld Linky, a contextual hypermedia link server, with MQSeries Everyplace(MQe)(trademark of International Business Machines Corporation) [13] .
Open Hypermedia Systems (OHS) have been well researched by the hypermedia community [12] , [23] and increasingly Web publishing applications adopt the open hypermedia approach [16] , [27] . Extracting links from the source documents and managing them separately, i.e. treat-ing links as first class citizens, can facilitate its maintenance. The Distributed Link Service (DLS) adopts this model and treats link creation and resolution as a service, which may be provided by multiple link servers and link resolution engines. OHS are more complex to engineer then closed systems and distributed systems such as DLS more so; there are, for example, important scalability issues to be addressed.
The existing Distributed Link Service architecture is neither sufficient nor appropriate for a mobile computing infrastructure. It assumes there are established network connections to link servers and link databases (linkbases) and this is not always the case in mobile environments. In this paper, we present our ongoing research into providing distributed link services to mobile users. This research focuses on extending the architecture of distributed link services by adding a messaging backbone based on MQe, to provide distributed link services to mobile users.
In section 2, we describe open hypermedia and link services including the Fundamental Open Hypermedia Model (FOHM) [18] and the Auld Linky [17] contextual link server. Section 3 explores the capabilities and security features in MQe to support the development of mobile applications, in particular the mobile link service. We give a scenario related to real-life applications in the next section, followed by a discussion on research issues and further possible extensions on mobile link service. The conclusion can be found after the current related work in section 7.
Hypermedia

Open Hypermedia
An HTML link is defined as follows [24] : "A link is the connection from one Web resource to another." Typical usage of the Web involves embedding links within documents in the HTML format; in this sense the Web can be considered a 'closed' hypermedia system. This embedding strategy, where link data appears at every source anchor, is effective because it enables browsing, but it complicates both authoring and maintenance. Within hypermedia research and development, the open hypermedia model [7] , which looks into abstracting hypertext links away from documents and managed separately, is an established alternative to the embedded link approach. In Open Hypermedia Systems (OHS) [8] , a link is a first class entity that is separately stored and managed, like documents they can be stored, transported, cached and searched, and collections of links can be bundled into linkbases. If a destination changes and this affects just one of these links, the separated link data needs updating rather than all of the source documents which refer to that link [5] . This is essentially the idea of the Open Hypermedia model, in which the link objects may carry multiple sources, destinations and other information.
Open Hypermedia also supports the notion of generic links, in which the association between source anchors and specific locations in specific document is relaxed, so that one source anchor can match many different locations to which it applies. Generic links enable new content to be linked on the fly, and is ideally suited to the pervasive world of dynamic content [28] .
Link Services
The introduction of separately maintained link data is clearly an additional complexity in the system architecture, and the gain in functionality must be set against the cost of the extra engineering that this implies. As discussed previously, managing link information separately from documents is one of the defining characteristics of open hypermedia. We take this a stage further by abstracting the link information into a link service [4] , by which we mean here a network service that encapsulates responsibility for link resolution and maintenance. The idea of a web server and a link server are two distinct services. This separation of responsibilities is the essence of systems that fall into the category of distributed link services.
The DLS [4] provides a powerful framework to aid navigation and authoring and addresses some of the issues of distributed information management [10] . Using a proxy approach (also seen in IBM's Intermediaries [1] ), the DLS adds links and annotations into documents as they are delivered through a proxy from the original WWW server to the target client browser. It uses a number of software modules to recognize different opportunities for adding various kinds of links to the documents. The interface to these link services is simply HTTP, and the details of the link data model are hidden because the service supports link creation and management via the published interface.
In recent years, the Open Hypermedia Systems Working Group (OHSWG) has been working on a series of open hypermedia protocols to achieve interoperability between Open Hypermedia Systems. The original Open Hypermedia Protocol (OHP) [9] effort was followed by the Fundamental Open Hypermedia Model (FOHM), the latter concentrating on the link data model rather than an on-the-wire protocol.
FOHM is described in greater detail in the following section.
FOHM and Auld Linky
The basic FOHM model is constructed from four core objects and they are:
Data objects, which serve as wrappers for any piece of data held outside of the model.
Associations, representing relationships between data objects (or other asso-ciations).
References, which are used to point at data objects and associations.
Bindings, which are used to attach the references to the association structure. Figure 1 shows a basic navigational link which has a source and two destinations.
In addition to these four first class objects, FOHM also has context objects that can be attached to any of the first class objects. Only those structures whose context matches that of the query are returned, while parts of the structures that do not match are culled. This context mechanism provides support for adaptive hypermedia, in which the available links are determined according to contextual information such as the user's identity, role, task, location and history. Hence it is particularly important in a mobile setting, where enhanced navigation of the information space can be particularly valuable.
A contextual structure server has been developed called Auld Linky [17] . It is grounded on the FOHM model and was designed to be a simple, lightweight structure server that serves according to contextual queries. Auld Linky is queried via an XML pattern matching language communicated over HTTP, each query is accompanied by a context object represented using FOHM as shown in figure 2 . The development of Auld Linky focused on creating a simple link server that would be lightweight, easily installable, and only serve links without any access to external services. To this end, Auld Linky has a footprint of less then 70 KB and consists of a single executable with a simple API, and is ideal for pervasive environments. The development of Auld Linky to date has not addressed security features or any level of guaranteed transaction because that has not been the focus of that group's activity to date. However, recent work at Southampton has begun to investigate mechanisms for securing Auld Linky using MQSeries Everyplace [11] .
MQSeries Everyplace (MQe)
MQSeries Everyplace (MQe) [21] is a messaging product and also a member of the MQSeries family messaging products. It is designed to satisfy the messaging needs of lightweight devices such as sensors, phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and laptop computers as well as supporting mobility and the peculiar requirements that arise from the use of fragile communication networks. One of its major features is the provision of standard MQSeries quality of service, that is, once only assured delivery and exchanges messages with other family members. Since many MQe applications run outside the protection of an Internet firewall, sophisticated security capabilities is also provided.
The fundamental components of MQe are messages, queues and queue managers. One of its key features is to assure once and once-only synchronous or asynchronous message delivery. In a mobile environment when disconnected from the network, asynchronous message delivery is used. Messages that are sent to a remote device by MQe queues will be temporarily held locally until they can be delivered to their final destination (i.e. when a connection is established). The length of time for messages to remain on the queue is defined by the queue expiry interval (e.g. 5 minutes). Once the time limited is exceeded, the message is marked expired and subsequent action (e.g. deleting it, move it to a dead-letter queue or resending it) is determined by a configurable rule in the queue manager process. Message listeners can be added to the application to listen for events occurring on queues, such as message arrival. Having small execution footprint enables MQe to fit comfortably into modern mobile devices. Using MQSeries-bridge (MQSeries is a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corporation), messages can be exchanged with other MQSeries[14] family members, enabling integration of MQe based services with pre-existing Enterprise applications.
In the security world, there are four major areas: confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. Generally, in MQe, confidentiality of message data is achieved by encryption. Different cryptors are provided, the choice is driven by the cryptographic strength needed to protect the data and complying with national security requirements. The use of SHA1 digest ensures the integrity of message data. Authenticators including authenticator for WindowsNT (WindowsNT is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation) authenticator, and mini-certificates based on WTLS certificate, are used for authentication purposes.
MQe divides security features into four different categories known as local security, queue-based security, message-level security and link security to protect message data. Local security aims to provide protection for message data held by a local queue manager using cryptors. Queue-base security concerns with protecting message data 
Mobile Link Services
The current DLS is based on mobile agents and relies on a static network, and the communication is synchronous and connection-oriented. However, the mobile link service we propose works beyond this limit. With the asynchronous messaging and once-only message delivery assurance provided by MQe, reliable communication under variable and intermittent network connectivity can be achieved. In addition, both Auld Linky and MQe have small footprints enabling them to fit in devices with limited storage space.
A simplified scenario,use mobile link services to manage railway information and filter out irrelevant information for mobile users. The information system used in the railway industry may contain different types of information required by different users. For instance, passengers may want to find out information such as the schedule for all the trains going from one station to another on a particular day or the information about the departure and arrival time of a particular train. On the other hand, a train inspector may need information such as the service history and updating the inspection record about the trains when carrying out inspection and maintenance work. The rail company's manager requires access to all the information available includ-
Figure 5. An illustration of mobile link service providing adaptive information to different users
ing train service histories, inspection records and reports, and train schedule. This enables him to view the reports and records, update the train schedule and monitor the train service.
By structuring the information using the FOHM model and storing it in linkbases, mobile users (passengers and train inspectors) could initiate different contextual queries to obtain the relevant information they need; another way to achieve the same result is via the authentication process where the user can be identified as a passenger or an inspector. This concept is illustrated in figure 5 .
Users are required to enter their login name and password (see figure 3 ) on their PDAs before sending their encrypted contextual queries (see figure 4 ) to the MQe server. After the MQe server has authenticated the users, the queries will be decrypted in the custom queue and then forward to Auld Linky. Responses from Auld Linky will tell the custom queue where to retrieve or update the relevant information stored in the file server. Finally, responses will be encrypted and sent back to the user's PDAs for where the responses will be decrypted and displayed in a GUI. From the scenario described previously, the irrelevant or unauthorized information will be filtered out before delivering to the inspector and the passenger. In addition to the advantages described in [11] , the FOHM model, illustrated in figure 6 , provides an easy way of accessing and more importantly maintaining the railway information to inspectors, passengers and managers.
Tailored information is delivered to mobile users based on the contextual queries they sent. This helps to eliminate the possibility of over-whelming users with unnecessary information. One of the advantages is that the user will save time by having the right information delivered in the shortest time possible,and does not need to browse through the whole database to get the right information. The open hy- 
Issues
Further Possible Extensions
The mobile link service is an example of the integration between link services and MQe. We identify and discuss two possible ways of enhancing the mobile link service.
One of the most popular topics in the mobile computing world is peer-to-peer system, which is suitable for decentralized systems sharing data. For instance, a peer maintaining a linkbase on a mobile device may want to exchange data stored in another peer's linkbase. The mobile link service can be enhanced to fulfill this need.
If needed, security can be taken to a higher level by using more sophisticated cryptors and certificates issued by legitimate certificate authorities. Utilizing role-based access control provides authenticated users with different levels of access and control to the protected data, depending on the authority allocated to the group to which the users belong.
Implementation
The system has been prototyped using MQSeries Everyplace version 1.0, Auld Linky, and MQSeries version 5.2. We have provided proof of concept for the architectures described in the previous sections. We have also prototyped the system described in section 5.4.
Asynchronous Link Processing
From an OHS perspective, asynchronous service interaction readily enables selective and asynchronous link processing. When considering link resolution in a distributed link service across multiple link services, where lock-stepped coordination between services is unlikely to be achieved, decoupling document content from resolved links is desirable. There are cases where the results of link resolution queries may no longer be required -perhaps the user is no longer reading the document -and thus the ability to propagate message cancellation on queues between application and services where the queries may not have yet been delivered to services, or the responses back to the client is desirable. If the user browses to another document before the links have been processed they must be processed. Consequently, the links have to be displayed separately, in a manner independent of the document that the user is viewing.
Hypermedia and Web Services
We suggest that a service-oriented architecture, such as that offered by Web Services, readily enables hypermedia services to be published, deployed, and invoked by other services on both a global scale on the Internet, and also in a local-area peer-to-peer and pervasive scale. To enable asynchronicity between services, we have begun research into using store-and-forward middleware messaging systems, such as MQe, and thus provide the levels of communication decoupling required to meet this agenda.
Distributed service-oriented architectures help create a distributed environment in which any number of services, regardless of physical location, can interoperate seamlessly in a platform and language neutral manner. The success of any distributed service architecture is not only dependent on its ability to seamlessly integrate new and existing services, but also to function during periods of intermittent network connectivity. Breaking the traditional synchronous nature of interactions between OHS components would engender reliability and scalability of services in this environment. Within the eBusiness community, Web Services have emerged as a set of open standards, defined by the World Wide Web consortium, and ubiquitously supported by IT suppliers and users. They rely on the syntactic framework XML, the transport layer SOAP [3] , the XML-based language WSDL [6] to describe services, and the service directory UDDI [29] .
In the OHS approach, an open hypermedia system typically consists of three types of components: the client, a link or structure service, and a hyperbase or a linkbase. In the OHS architecture the interfaces between these components are clearly defined, and this allows each interface to be clearly defined as a Web Service. Any application or hypermedia system conforming to the respective interface definition can integrate with other OHS conformant systems. For example, any hypermedia system implementing the OHS client interface can use OHS linking and navigation services provided by any OHS conformant link server. The Web Service architecture would allow these OHS services to be published, deployed, and invoked by other likeminded services on a global scale.
We propose the addition of MQe as a messaging backbone in a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) that increases reliability, scalability, fault tolerance, and the loose coupling of providers and requestors. In figure 7 , Service A may wish to invoke the Linky service but the user could be on a mobile device that holds an MQe queue. The user of the client device works offline and stores the SOAP call as a message in an MQe queue on the client device. During network access, the message is sent to a separate MQSeries input queue on the server. The MQSeries proxy retrieves the data from the MQSeries input queue, translating them to HTTP requests, and subsequently forwards it to the Linky service. The response from the Linky service is returned to the proxy, and places it in the output queue. MQSeries later sends the result of the query to the MQe queue on the client device using a queue synchronization process.
Certain issues crop up with the usage of an asynchronous method of transport. The length of time a queue holds the message is among these issues. MQe queues can be defined with an expiry interval, and this function ensures that any message that has remained for a period longer then specified will be deleted. The type of service that is invoked is important in this aspect. If for example, a user queries an Auld Linky service that responds with a set of autobiographical links of an author, the issue of message expiry is not paramount. However, it may be the case that the links returned are of critical importance requiring the client to be informed with haste. This raises the question on how and when to update the links, and how to manage the liveness of asynchronous queries between client and services. MQe does facilitate the concept of filtering which allows it to perform powerful search functions, thus allowing the client to receive messages with higher priority first (or with a shorter expiry time). The links resolved would have to be pre-tagged before being send to the MQe queue.
We have begun to explore the addition of MQe as a mes-saging backbone that increases reliability in a service oriented architecture, focusing initially on application to link services. The goal of this infrastructure is to provide reliable asynchronous hypermedia services to mobile users, and ensures that a transaction is completed once initiated.
Related Work
Besides the LinkMe[15] project in which Auld Linky was developed, there has not been much research done into providing distributed link services for mobile users. Our research is based upon extending an asynchronous messaging backbone to the DLS architecture to provide secure and reliable hypermedia link services to mobile users. Our research also explores the addition of a messaging backbone that increases reliability in a service-oriented architecture, focusing on application to mobile link services.
The majority of hypermedia systems that we work with are intranet based with a traditional client-server model based on large servers accessed by many clients and interconnected by a static network. Technologies such as Bluetooth (Bluetooth is a trademark owned by Bluetooth SIG) [2] and Jini (Jini and all Jini-based marks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc.) [25] are part of the emerging information infrastructure for the mobile and pervasive computing environment but they do not address the information perspective, in particular the hypermedia perspective.
Agent frameworks such as the Southampton Framework for Agent Research (SoFAR) [20] provide similar communication interactions as discussed previously. Many existing agent frameworks require supporting infrastructure to be manually deployed and configured; e.g. agent registries, access controls for mobile code. Mechanisms for automating platform provision, discovery and maintenance are ongoing research topics.
Conclusion
Current distributed link services are not designed for mobile environments and are based on synchronous, connection-oriented communications. In this paper we have described in detail the extension of the current DLS architecture by adding a messaging backbone, based upon IBM's MQSeries Everyplace, which provides secure and reliable link services to mobile users. We believe this extension is an interesting approach that addresses many of the shortcomings of the present DLS. We have presented evidence to justify this belief by illustrating how the architecture can be used to provide secure and reliable hypermedia services to mobile users during periods of intermittent network connectivity.
